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Since art is always interrelated with times, contemporary oil painters must face 
the inevitability of the contemporary quality of the oil painting art. So a constellation 
of oil painters begin to experiment with novel methods to introduce new elements of 
installation art and performance art into oil painting. Through special treatments of 
the painting facsimiles (here it specifically refers to the objects of painting), these 
painters enable the facsimiles  to express their ideas, for now, entities they are, they 
actually become information-loaded and idea-loaded carriers inconsistent with the 
audience’s daily visual habits due to the obvious creative trace left by the forenamed 
painters. The significance of such works lies not only in the painting of these 
facsimiles , but also in their effect of causing the audience to think over such issues as 
current affairs, time and destiny through metaphors, symbols, contrasts and 
dislocations and so on. The present author intends to make use of “Creative Reality” 
painting method, a term proposed by Fan Bo in his criticism of Guo Runwen’s oil 
paintings, to refer to such a kind of method. In this thesis, the present author intends 
to study the painting method of “Creative Reality” as well as illustrates his own 
experience and discovery in employing this method in the painting practice. 
Chapter one, namely the study on “Creative Reality” painting method, consists 
of four parts as follows:  
The first part intends to introduce the features of “Creative Reality” painting 
method from three aspects, i.e. the creative quality of the facsimiles, the importance 
of realistic techniques for “Creative Reality” painting method and the unconventional 
nature of the paintings in expressing the painters’ ideas.  
The second part attempts to analyze the forenamed three features through 
studying the representative painters paintings of this type. In the third part the reasons 
of the emergence of “Creative Reality” painting method are pointed out through 
analyzing how it is influenced by the contemporary social problems, art with 
symbolic techniques like symbolism art and new such new art as installation art, 















The fourth part discusses the significance of “Creative Reality” painting method 
for contemporary oil painting circles and the whole art field of China. That is, it not 
only promotes the development of the course of endowing contemporary quality to 
Chinese oil paintings, but also indicates the necessity of employing techniques in 
expressing the painters’ ideas. 
Chapter two is about the present author’s experience and discovery in his 
painting practice with “Creative Reality” painting method. 
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